Job Ref DK02479

Supplier Quality Engineer
Denmark
Job reference:DK02479

Do you want to unfold your quality skills and mindset within a growing purchasing function? At Danfoss
Power Electronics we are on the lookout for a Supplier Quality Engineer with a high level of drive for our
Purchasing department. You will join a world leader within development, production and sales of
frequency converters and solar inverters. You will have 50 professional colleagues, including Purchasers,
Strategic Supporters, etc. in an international department spanning Denmark, China and the USA.

Plan and conduct supplier audits and secure the quality
Your objective is to secure the quality of components delivered by our suppliers as well as ensuring that
they perform the corrective actions to minimise iterative errors. In detail, you will:
●
●
●
●

plan and conduct supplier audits
handle quality deviations
develop and implement our supplier quality strategy
set quality objectives within your area of responsibility together with the purchasers

It is also your job to contribute to improving internal processes, the development of joint quality tools
and standards. You will report to the Director of Purchasing and have approximately 40 - 50 travel days a
year.
Meticulous Engineer with knowledge of ISO 9001 and TS16949
Your background is an Engineering degree topped with solid experience of supplier auditing. If you hold a
certificate in Auditing, it would definitely be an advantage. Your experience has given you solid
knowledge of quality standards such as ISO 9001 and TS16949. Moreover, you are a skilled user of Six
Sigma tools such as SPC, MSA, D- and PFMEA. You have a general flair for using IT tools, and if you have
knowledge of SAP, it would be a plus.
You are meticulous and take pride in following your tasks through while maintaining a solid overview. You
thrive in a job where you alternate between independent work and teamwork. You have a curious and
analytical mindset, and you are driven by an eagerness to obtain new knowledge and further develop
your skills. Last but not least, you have sound English language skills.
For further information about the position,
please contact Director of Purchasing, Bjørn Asmussen at +45 2041 8470.

The Danfoss Power Electronics division has three business units: Danfoss VLT Drives, Danfoss Customised
Power Electronics and Danfoss Solar Inverters. With supply chain, research and development centres in
China, Denmark, United States and Germany, we develop, produce and market high quality energyefficient power electronics solutions. Our solutions are used in many different applications, such as
pumps, electrical motors, conveyors and cranes. We are also among the world's leading developers of
solar inverters.
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Danfoss A/S is one of Denmark’s largest industrial companies. We have an annual turnover of around
DKK 22 billion, and have around 26,000 employees worldwide. We provide solutions within Climate and
Energy, a sector we see as a major driving force in the future world economy. We show leadership in
business through reliability, excellence and innovation. No matter where you find yourself at Danfoss, the
customer is at the center. Our work reflects our corporate behavior; trustworthy, innovative, global, with
respect for local cultures and constantly working towards sustainable results.
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